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The existing approaches suggest that justifying robotic monitoring systems composition
and use planning are carried out through a set of predefined missions. The paper proposes
the algorithm of justifying composition and utilization of monitoring systems for critical
infrastructure objects based on the theory of transport systems considering possible types
of the monitoring missions. The considered monitoring system comprises a fleet of
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV fleet) and automatic battery replacement systems. The
algorithm provides a procedure for defining the monitoring system composition and using
the UAV fleet and the automatic battery replacement systems taking into account the
requirements for the number of ground objects from which data needs collecting, range,
transmission frequency, volume of the transmitted data, and operation time. Methods of
research are the following: graph theory, theory of transportation system (methods for
solving the traveling salesman problem and multiple traveling salesman problem);
mathematical optimization models (evolutionary algorithms), job shop scheduling. The
algorithm allows finding an optimal or near optimal compromise solving for composition
and utilization of monitoring system for different cases; reducing the time of justifying
the monitoring system composition and takes into account the various requirements such
as transmission frequency, volume of the transmitted data, and continuous operation time;
planning using UAV and automated battery replacement aerial stations (ABRAS) as the
parts of transportation system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.2 State of the art

1.1 Motivation

Nowadays, the problems of using UAV-based monitoring
systems are considered in many studies. UAV can perform
different tasks during monitoring of the critical infrastructure
objects. For example:
• Measurement of radiation dose rate, mapping or
surveying area [1-3];
• Nuclear sources detection [4];
• Location of lost radioactive sources [5];
• Characterizing remediation effectiveness [6];
• Forming an Internet of UAV-based post-accident
monitoring system [7, 8].
A scheduling problem in which UAVs must be recharged
during a long-term mission described in study [9]. The work
proposes a separate team of charging robots that the UAVs can
dock with in order to recharge. The aim of the study is to
schedule and plan cost-effective paths for charging ground
robots during the UAVs mission.
Paper [10] presents a greedy strategy for coordination
between the mobile refueling unmanned ground vehicle and
the UAV for successful mission accomplishment. A Matlab
simulation is used for testing and validation the strategy.
The autonomous battery exchange operation for small scale
UAVs is presented in work [11]. There is used a mobile
ground vehicle as a platform for robotic arm and service
station with battery exchange mechanism. The aim of work is
to describe the means to increase the autonomy of unmanned

The Fukushima Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) accident
showed that wired networks, connecting measuring stations
(MS) of the automated radiation monitoring system to the
crisis centre (CrS), are vulnerable to both natural and manmade disasters. To cope with the similar problems, a dronebased wireless subsystems (UAV-enabled wireless networks)
can be deployed.
However, approaches for design of the subsystems have
some restrictions and disadvantages. Currently, the design of
monitoring systems based on UAVs takes place after a crisis
occurs in a limited time, which does not always allow making
an optimal system that meets all the requirements.
These monitoring systems design as a unique samples and
it leads to high costs and difficulties with theirs scaling and
changing. The use of the unified procedures for designing
monitoring systems for critical infrastructure objects can
provides:
• Unifying the process of designing monitoring systems;
• Designing the monitoring system composition for
different cases of utilization.
An algorithm for justifying composition and utilization of
monitoring systems for critical infrastructure objects based on
the theory of transport systems considering possible types of
the monitoring missions is proposed.
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systems.
Work [12] presents a mechanism to control the charging
schedule in multi-UAV setting in the presence of mobile
charging stations. The main specialty in this paper is the lack
of prior knowledge on the distribution of the number of drones
participating in the auction.
Manini et al. [13] offer to utilize a ground-based refueling
vehicle to increase the operational possibilities of a UAV. A
two-stage strategy for coupled route planning for UAV and
refueling vehicle is developed. The first stage includes
computation a minimal number of sites for refueling. The
second stage includes multiple Mixed-Integer Linear
Programming formulations for planning optimal routes for the
UAV and the refueling vehicle with set of refueling sites
generated in stage one.
The problem of achieving continuous environment
surveillance by using energy-constrained UAVs which are
supported by mobile charging stations is researched by Seyedi
et al. [14]. In the work the routes of all vehicles and the
schedule of UAVs charging are planned for minimizing the
time between two flights over to areas of interest.
Work [15] describes an approach for planning a route for
energy‐limited UAV and routes for the unmanned ground
vehicles with determining the locations of charging stations.
The authors present different variants for charging: multiple
stationary charging stations, single mobile charging station,
and multiple mobile charging stations.
In paper [16] solve problems of route optimization for team
of UAVs, which monitoring a set of objects in the presence of
mobile starting/landing sites and resource limits.
Work [17] presents an overview of utilization UAVs in
different engineering applications.
Paper [18] presents to design and fabricate a UAV-based air
monitoring system to monitor air pollutant emissions over an
oil field.
Tmušić et al. [19] describe the environmental conditions,
constraints, and variables that could possibly be explored from
UAV platforms and offer protocols that can be applied under
all scenarios.
Thus, most of the considered works propose different
approaches to planning routes for UAVs and
refueling/charging vehicle during continuous monitoring
missions. However, the mentioned works do not pay due
attention to the problem of substantiating the quantitative
composition of the monitoring system, both UAVs and
charging stations, and the specifics of planning their use,
taking into account various types of missions and their features.

monitoring systems.
UAVs form the transport subsystem of the monitoring
system and can be considered as:
• A single UAV (no requirements and restrictions are
imposed on the monitoring system) (Figure 1);

MS3

MS2
MS(n-1)

MS1
MSn

UAV

Figure 1. An example of simple monitoring system
•

A set of the same type UAVs (with restrictions on the time
(frequency) of data collection and transmission). An UAV
group performing tasks for collecting and transmitting
data from several sources (Figure 2) or a UAV group
performing information transmission along a chain are an
example (Figure 3);

MS(n-2)

MS3
MS2

MS(n-1)

MSn

UAV1

UAVi

1.3 Aim and structure

Figure 2. Monitoring system as fleet of the same type UAVs

The aim of the work is to develop an algorithm of justifying
composition and utilization of monitoring systems for critical
infrastructure objects which make it possible to define the
monitoring system composition taking into account the
requirements that are put forward to the monitoring system,
namely: the size of the monitoring area (the number of ground
objects from which data is collected), the range, the frequency
of transmission, the volume of transmitted data, the time of the
system operation.
If we consider the data in the form of a cargo, and the UAV
as a form of transport for this cargo, then the monitoring
system can be considered as a system for collecting and
transporting data. This approach allows applying the apparatus
of the theory of transport systems for the analysis of

UAV2
UAV1
WiFi
WiFi

MS

UAVn
WiFi

WiFi

CrS

Figure 3. Monitoring system as fleet of the same type UAVs
as a chain
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•

Structurally, the work consists of 5 sections: introduction
with the motivation of ongoing research, analysis of the up to
date results in the researched field; the second is devoted to the
description of the and methods for justifying composition and
utilization of monitoring systems; the third is to present a
practical case of the algorithm application; the fourth one is
dedicated to the description of the results obtained and the
discussion; the last one is conclusions with indication of the
directions of future research.

A homogeneous set of sets of the same type of objects
(with the requirement of continuous long-term collection
and transmission; requirements for the data transfer rate),
e.g. several UAV fleets performing information transfer
along a chain, in shift duty mode (one group of UAVs
replaces another) or several groups of UAVs transmitting
information in parallel to ensure the required data transfer
rate (Figure 4).

UAV1i

UAV11

UAV2i

UAV(n-1)i

UAVni

UAV21

UAV(n-1)1

UAVn1

2. ALGORITHMS AND METHODS OF JUSTIFYING
COMPOSITION
AND
UTILIZATION
OF
MONITORING SYSTEMS
2.1 Algorithm for forming the structure and composition
of the monitoring system
Begin

MS

CrS

1
Initial data
and
requarements

Figure 4. Monitoring system as homogeneous set of the
same type UAV fleets

2

When using UAVs with electric traction as part of
monitoring systems, it may be necessary to restore the charge
of on-board power sources in the process of performing tasks.
This task can be performed using ABRAS, which are
considered as a subsystem for ensuring the functioning of the
transport system.
Deploying charging/replacement stations on aerial
platforms allows quickly traveling between target points of the
route and avoiding problems related to damaged roads.
The following are the factors influencing the structure and
composition of the monitoring system:
• dimensions of the monitoring area (number of target
points (k) for monitoring, their coordinates (xk; yk), which
are used to calculate UAV routes);
• interval of data collection and transmission (T);
• duration of the monitoring system operating (toper);
• required baud rate (Creq);
• required data transmission range (D(MS-CrS)).
The composition of the monitoring system is also
influenced by:
• UAV flight performance (speed (VUAV), maximum flight
duration (EUAV), maximum payload mass, method of
generating lift (rotary-wing UAV, fixed-wing UAV),
composition and technical characteristics of UAV
onboard monitoring equipment (type of equipment,
recognition ability, viewing bandwidth);
• Composition and technical characteristics of wireless data
transmission equipment (baud rate (Cwireless_UAV), range of
wireless data transmission equipment (Rwireless_UAV));
• The nature of the monitoring area (type and characteristics
of the surface, the presence of obstacles and interference
for flight and data transmission) and adverse (dangerous)
external disturbances affecting the functioning of
monitoring systems (high temperature, smoke, ionizing
radiation, etc.) which can affect the maximum flight time
of the UAV, flight routes, data transmission range,
efficiency of information collection;
• Characteristics of the service subsystem (ABRAS speed
ABRAS (VABRAS), battery replacement time (tbat_repl)).
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Figure 5. General algorithm for justifying monitoring system
composition and use planning
Depending on the requirement for the interval of data
receipt the algorithm considers three options for the
composition of monitoring system (Figure 5):
a) No any restrictions - simple system with one UAV
b) Requirement of continuous long term data transfer communication line from several UAVs;
c) Time frames for data obtaining is set - a system of several
UAVs, providing collection and transmission of data in the
required time.
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The procedures for each structure will be described further
in more detail. The algorithm provides an optimization stage,
the features of which will be described below. The algorithm
branch (a) for MS (without any restrictions) is shown in Figure
6 and includes follow steps.
A route for the UAV is planned (Figure 6, block 1) and the
route flight time is compared with the maximum flight
endurance of the UAV (Figure 6, block 2).
If the route flight time is longer, the parameters of the
support subsystem are determined (Figure 6, block 3).
The required numbers of ABRAS and their location point
are also determined (see Figure 7) [8].

1
Determining
UAV fleet
parameters

Creq>

no

3
Determining
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Routing
UAV (S)

4
no

no

2
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(a)

1

(b)

2

toper<ton_duty

5

S/VUAV>
EUAV

Determining
number of
necessary
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3

6

Determining
support subsystem
parameters

Determining
support
subsystem
parameters

Figure 6. Algorithm branch (a) for monitoring system
without any restrictions

Figure 8. Algorithm branch (b) for monitoring system with
requirement of long-term data transfer

ABRAS

The total number of the UAVs for the wireless segment
(UAV fleet) is calculated as:

MS3

n=

MS2

D( MS −CrS )
2 Rwireless _UAV

(1)

MS(n-1)

where, D(MS-CrS) is the distance between the MS and CrS;
Rwireless_UAV is the range of the onboard wireless equipment of
the UAV.
At the second step, the condition of ensuring the required
data transfer rate is checked (Figure 8, block 2).
If the condition is not met (Figure 8, block 3), the number
of additional UAV fleets calculated as:

MS1
MSn

UAV

m=
Figure 7. An example of the simple monitoring system with
UAV and ABRAS

Creq
Cwireless _UAV

−1

(2)

where, Cwireless_UAV -data transfer rate of wireless equipment
installed on the UAV; Creq-required data transfer rate from the
ground MeS.
After that, the required time for continuous long-term
transmission data is compared with the maximum flight
endurance of the UAV (Figure 8, block 4).

The algorithm branch for structure (b) (long-term data
transfer is required) is shown in Figure 8 and includes follow
steps.
The first step of the algorithm branch is to determine the
number of UAVs required to form a data transmission line
(Figure 8, block 1).
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The duration of the duty time for the UAV fleet can be
determined by the following expression:
ton _ duty = EUAV −

2 max[ SUAV1 ; ; SUAVn ]
vUAV

−

First step (Figure 9, block 1) is similar with first step of the
algorithm branch for structure (a) (Figure 7, block 1).
Next, the route flight time is compared with the time frames
for data obtaining (Figure 9, block 2).
If the route flight time is longer, the target area is divided
into parts (Figure 9, block 3, block 6) and routes for the each
UAVs are planned (Figure 9, block 4), until the route flight
time of UAV for each part is less than or equal to the required
time frames for data obtaining (Figure 9, block 5).
After that, the route flight time of each UAVs is compared
with the maximum flight time of the UAV (Figure 9, block 7).
If the route flight time is longer, the parameters of the
support subsystem are determined (Figure 9, block 8).

(3)

−twireless _ conf .

where, EUAV is the maximal flight endurance of the UAV; SUAV1
/.../ SUAVn is the flight distance for UAV1/ /UAVn between its
location point in the wireless segment and the take on site;
VUAV is the speed of the UAV; twireless_conf is the time to set up
the wireless network configuration.
To ensure the persistent operation of the UAV-based
monitoring system, it proposed to use the shift schedule for the
UAV fleets. The necessary number of the UAV fleets (shifts)
for ensuring the persistent operation of the monitoring system
can be determined as (Figure 8, block 5):
l = 1+

toper

2.2 Methods used for planning of monitoring systems
utilization
It is clear that the time, which is required to visit all the
objects on the route, should be minimized. It can be formulated
as the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) in the absence of
any additional restrictions [21].
However, the UAV may not have enough battery life to
complete its mission without reconfiguring its depot to replace
the battery when objects are scattered over a large area. The
UAV can change the battery using the ABRAS directly on the
route in such case. It leads to a new version of the TSP with
two routes: UAV and ABRAS. It could be in another way,
when it is distribution target area or objects between several
UAVs and it can be formulated as the Multiple Travelling
Salesman Problem (MTSP).
The following methods are used for that purpose [22, 23]:
• Graph theory;
• Theory of transportation system (methods for solving
the traveling salesman problem and multiple traveling
salesman problem)
• Mathematical optimization models (evolutionary
algorithms);
• Job shop scheduling or the job-shop problem.
Using of these methods allows planning and evaluating the
capabilities of the designed monitoring systems.

(4)

ton _ duty + trepl _ bat

where, trepl_bat is the time to replace the battery at the ABRS.
Finally, the parameters of the support subsystem are
determined for this case. There are determined the necessary
numbers of ABRAS, their parameters and location point [20].
The branch of the algorithm for structure (c) (with time
frames for data obtaining) is shown in Figure 9.

(c)
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no
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Determining
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DQ

Figure 9. Algorithm branch (c) for monitoring system with
time frames for data obtaining

Figure 10. Scheme of Scenario
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The following scenario is considered in the paper. The
wired networks that connecting the 11 measuring stations with
CrS were damaged as a result of the accident at the
Zaporizhzhya NPP. It is necessary to carry out monitoring,
including the flight of 11 measuring stations to collect
radiation control data from them (Figure 10).

The Wi-Fi equipment hosted on the MS and the built-in
WiFi equipment of the DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise Dual
quadcopter allow you to accomplish this mission by the
connection between the MS and the quadcopter hovering on
the MS for the required time. For the quadcopter, the
quadcopters depot is the starting and ending point of the route.
The MS is a route point for visiting the quadcopter. The
support subsystem is presented as the SL-231 Scout helicopter,
capable of operating in unmanned mode, which is used as a
platform for an automatic battery replacement system.
Since the paper has numerous abbreviations and symbols,
let’s present them in Table 1.
Assumptions and initial data:
• The ABRAS should arrive at a point for battery
replacement at least 0.03 h earlier than the UAV starts
the monitoring and depart from the place for battery
replacement 0.03 h later than the UAV does to avoid
accident in the air;
• Time for collection data from each MS is 0.05 h;
• Time for battery replacement is 0.03 h;
• UAV flight speed is 40 km.h-1;
• ABRAS flight speed is 100 km.h-1;
• Maximum flight endurance of UAV is 0.63 h.

Table 1. Abbreviations / symbols and its meaning
Abbreviation
/symbol
CrS
DH/DQ
MS
NPP

Abbreviation /symbol meaning
Crisis centre
Depot for the ABRAS / for the quadcopter
Measuring station
Nuclear power plant
Location of the MS
Location of the MS with the place for
battery replacement
Automatic battery replacement aerial
system based on the SL-231 Scout
unmanned helicopter
Quadcopter
Depot for the quadcopter
Quadcopter route

Distances between route points presented in Table 2.
Requirement is the following: it is necessary to obtain data
from MSs one time an hour.

Automatic battery replacement aerial
system route

Table 2. Distances between route points, km
Point
DQ
MS8
MS14
MS16
MS19
MS18
MS15
MS9
MS17
MS10
MS11
MS1

DQ
0
6.92
3.16
2.75
2.02
1.86
2.31
2.31
1.12
1.27
4.57
1.16

MS8
6.92
0
5.85
4.89
5.64
5.34
4.75
3.68
6.16
6.03
5.35
8.07

MS14
3.16
5.85
0
1.49
1.25
3.77
3.27
6.17
2.05
3.48
6.24
4.04

MS16
2.75
4.89
1.49
0
0.79
0.71
1.88
6.16
4.48
2.41
4.82
3.7

MS19
2.02
5.64
1.25
0.79
0
0.56
2.21
5.24
0.91
2.3
5.16
3.12

Points
MS18
MS15
1.86
2.31
5.34
4.75
3.77
3.27
0.71
1.88
0.56
2.21
0
1.59
1.59
0
4.71
3.25
0.85
1.96
1.79
1.27
4.54
2.99
3.03
3.39

MS9
5.39
3.68
6.17
6.16
5.24
4.71
3.25
0
5.23
4.15
1.83
6.26

MS17
1.12
6.16
2.05
4.48
0.91
0.85
1.96
5.23
0
1.56
4.76
2.27

MS10
1.27
6.03
3.48
2.41
2.3
1.79
1.27
4.15
1.56
0
3.39
2.16

MS11
4.57
5.35
6.24
4.82
5.16
4.54
2.99
1.83
4.76
3.39
0
5.17

MS1
1.16
8.07
4.04
3.7
3.12
3.03
3.39
6.26
2.27
2.16
5.17
0

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
SUAV=23.35 km
tfl_UAV=1.27 h

By solving the TSP through the Evolutionary solving
method in Excel the shortest possible route for UAV that visits
every MS exactly once and returns to the quadcopter’s depot
(Figure 11) was found. It follows the route DQ-MS1-MS10MS15-MS11-MS9 (located point for battery replacement #1)MS8-MS16-MS14-MS19-MS18 (located point for battery
replacement #2)-MS17-DQ. Total route flight time is 1.27 h.
In case of considering the route through the prism of
requirements then it is necessary to divide the route into parts
because the route flight time is more than one hour.
At the first stage, the number of measuring stations divided
into two parts. The approach to dividing the target area is
shown on (Figure 12).
The angles of vectors from the origin of the coordinate
system to the points of location of each object are used to
number the objects in ascending order of the angle value. The
origin of the coordinate system is positioned to cover all
objects. After that, the number of items is divided into parts.

QD

SABRAS=31.96 km

Figure 11. The shortest possible route for UAV (that visits
every MS just one time) and ABRAS route
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The number of objects in each area should not differ by
more than one.
Two sets of MSs are obtain by dividing:
• First set includes six MSs (MS8, MS14, MS16, MS17,
MS18, MS19);
• Second set includes five MSs (MS1, MS9, MS10,
MS15).
The routes for UAVs that visits every MS of each sets and
for ABRAS are shown in the Figure 12.
11

10

9 8 7

necessary two ABRAS for battery replacement in this case.
Total route of ABRAS1 and ABRAS2 is 47.12 km.
(I) SUAV1=16.59 km
tfl_UAV1=0.8 h

(II) SUAV 2=11.72 km
tfl_UAV 2=0.65 min

6
5
4

QD

3

SABRAS1,2=47.12 km
2

Figure 13. The shortest possible routes for UAVs that visits
every MS of each sets and ABRAS routes
DQ

1

Considering the Gantt chart in Figure 14, we conclude that
the periods required replacing UAVs batteries are overlapped.
This necessitates two ABRASes. However, at the same time,
the
second
UAV
has
a
time
reserve:

( T − toper ) = 1 − 0.65 = 0.35 h. If UAV2 will take-off by 0.28

Figure 12. Approach to dividing the target area

h later, the time for replacing batteries and a flight time
between replacement points will be enough for only one
ABRAS. The time of UAV2 landing will be early then one
hour.

The shortest possible route for UAV that visits every MS of
first set is follow: DQ-MS18-MS16-MS8 (there is located
point for battery replacement)-MS14-MS19-MS17-DQ. Total
route flight time is 0.82 h.
The shortest possible route for UAV that visits every MS of
second set is follow: DQ-MS1-MS10-MS15-MS11-MS9
(there is located point for battery replacement)-DQ. Total
route flight time is 0.65 h (Figure 13).
The Gantt chart of tasks for UAVs that visits every MS of
each sets and for ABRASs is shown in Figure 14.
Thus, time to obtain data from MSs after divided target area
is less than one hour and satisfies the requirement but it is

tw_UAV 2 + t fl _UAV 2 = 0.28 + 0.65 = 0.93h

(5)

t
where, w _UAV 2 is the UAV2 waiting time before taking off;
t fl _UAV 2
is the UAV2 route flight time. The Gantt chart of
tasks for UAVs and ABRAS with shift UAV2 take off time is
shown in Figure 15.

Overlap of battery
replacement periods for
UAV1 and UAV2

UAV2 time reserve

to 10.00

Figure 14. The Gantt chart of tasks for UAVs that visits every MS of each sets and for ABRASes
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Battery replacement
period for UAV1

Battery replacement
period for UAV2

UAV2 waiting time (tw_UAV2)

Figure 15. The Gantt chart of tasks for UAVs and ABRAS with shift UAV2 take off time
The ABRAS route will be only 34.72 km in this case instead
57.1 km in previous one (Figure 16).
Thus, the optimization stage allows obtaining a balanced
solution from the standpoint of resource consumption of both
components of the monitoring system and the UAV as a
transport subsystem and ABRAS as a support subsystem.

•

of the transmitted data, and continuous operation time;
Planning using UAV and ABRAS as the parts of
transportation system.

The optimization stage allows finding a more profitable
compromise solution, taking into account the consumption of
resources of all components of the monitoring system.
Application of the developed approach and algorithms
decreases time of monitoring on 25% and allows to use only
one ABRAS.
In future research, it is planned to develop an approach for
design of an automated control for UAV fleet of monitoring
system considering failures of drones [24] and application of
space-structure redundancy of the fleet and control stations
[25].

(I) SUAV1=16.59 km
tfl_UAV1=0.8 h

(II) SUAV 2=11.72 km
tw_UAV2+tfl_UAV 2=0.93 h
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Creq

required baud rate, b. s-1

Cwireless _UAV

UAV baud rate, b. s-1

D( MS −CrS )
EUAV
k

required data transmission range, m
UAV maximum flight duration, min
number of target points for monitoring

tbat _ repl

necessary number of the UAV fleets (shifts)
for ensuring the persistent operation of the
monitoring system
number of additional UAV fleets
total number of the UAVs for the wireless
segment (UAV fleet)
range of wireless data transmission UAV
onboard equipment, m
UAV flight distance between its location
point in the wireless segment and the take on
site, km
battery replacement time, h

t fl _UAV 2

UAV2 route flight time, h

l

m
n

Rwireless _UAV

SUAVn

ton _ duty

duty time for the UAV fleet, h

toper

duration of the monitoring system operating,
h
UAV waiting time before taking off, h

tw _UAV 2
twireless _ conf
VABRAS
VUAV
( xk ; yk )

T
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time to set up the wireless network
configuration, h
ABRAS speed, km. h-1
UAV speed, km. min-1
target points coordinates of a rectangular
system of coordinates
interval of data collection and transmission,
h

